Question Content

Option 1
Subsurface
equipment

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4
None of
these

Manifold is ?
Surface
Both A and B
Which of the following is
not a part of oil well
Christmas
production system?
Tubing
Tree
choke
drillpipe
Wells are called as HPHT
wells if depth of the well
is greater than or equal
to
5000
10000
25000
1000
None of
Drillship is used
onshore
offshore
lakeside
these
Steel grade of tubing is
designated to H-80. 80
Maximum Minimum
Collapse
refers to
Yiels Stress Yield Stress Burst Pressure Pressure
Packers have four key
All of
features
slip
cone
packing element these
The flow is called
Absolute Open flow is
when Flowing bottom
hole pressure in atm is ?
1
1000
10
100
Out of following options,
which skin factor reflects
stimulation

-8

IPR for gas resercoir is a line
curve
Predict nature of IPR
Curve for a given data of
reservoir: Pr= 5500 psi,
Pb is= 3500 psi
line
curve
The undersaturated
reservoir contains
Single Phase multiphase

Amount of gas highest in
Which of the following
completion allows
operators to selectively
produce or comingle
reservoir fluid from
different zones into one
well?
Excessive pressure
drawdown may result in

Bubble flow Slug Flow

6

0
10
first straight line None of
then curve
these

first straight line None of
then curve
these
None of
two phase
these
single
phase oil
Mist flow
flow

Multiple
zone
Open hole Cased hole
completio
completion completion Liner completion n
More water
All of
cut
More Oil cut More gas cut
these

Which explosives are
used to initiate or
detonate the explosive
sequence?

Gravel
Injection of
pack
Expandeble plastic resin in
mechanism sand screen the formation

Tubing strings are
designed considering
tension, collapse, and
burst loads under various
well operating conditions
to prevent its mechanical
failure and deformation.
This statement is
SSSV

Production
Packers

Landing Nipple

All of
these

None of
these

